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Abstract
As the concept of blockchain is widely accepted around the world, blockchain technology has been
gradually applied to the social and economic fields. The rapid development of blockchain technology has
got widespread attention in government departments, financial institutions, technology enterprises and
capital markets. In future, blockchain technology may obtain rapid development and be comprehensively
applied

across different industries of the whole society,and may create immeasurable economic value.

The most valuable part of the blockchain industry is the blockchain-related patents, in the future,
whoever owns the blockchain core patents would decide the direction of the whole blockchain industry; in
the future, the blockchain technology could be widely used, and the collection and application of the core
patents can indicate the development and investment direction of a industry to a certain extent, and the
value of blockchain patent collection might have certain tradable market index characteristics.
The Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance (BPSA) creatively combines blockchain-related patents to
form a patent pool, using state-of-the-art blockchain technology, to unite blockchain patent owners,
potential business users, and investors all together to build a patent-based intellectual property licensing
and trading system. The establishment of the blockchain intellectual property rights trading platform will
form a mutually beneficial and sharing patent platform, which would greatly reduce the relevant costs of
blockchain patent writing, maintenance and application in order to protect the innovation of start-ups and
achievement of small-scale enterprises, and to promote the spread and application of blockchain technology
in various industries. Moreover, the patent-based intellectual property licensing and trading system built on
trusted blockchain technology will increase the security, equity, fairness and global liquidity of intellectual
property asset transactions by creatively utilizing patent pool as backed security. The establishment of the
tradable blockchain patent index could be treated as a proxy of index for blockchain industry investing,
and this will broaden the venture capital investment channels. In the future, the system can also be used as
an intellectual property licensing and trading service platform for other areas to smooth patent intellectual
property protection, authorization, transactions, etc.
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Part 1. Visions of the Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance
1.1

Vision One: Establish the blockchain patent pool, to achieve the

mutual benefit of patents, and promotion of technology exchange and
sharing within BPSA
Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance (BPSA) builds a blockchain patent pool to increase the number of
patents, in the way of affiliating contributions, affiliating funds to purchase blockchain patents, and
transformation of the results between BPSA members. BPSA members share all patents in the patent pool,
to achieve the patent sharing, and promote the blockchain technology exchange and sharing.

1.2

Vision Two: Construct the patent sharing, transfer, transaction

blockchain service platform
The Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance (BPSA) is designed to provide a blockchain patent service
platform to attract more and more blockchain-related patents into a shared patent pool, to enable blockchain
and blockchain-related areas, such as artificial intelligence, big data, quantum computing and other
intellectual property rights to authorize and circulate transactions for blockchain patent providers, to
provide better service for blockchain patent applications and blockchain industry investors. This would help
blockchain industry to become more healthy and prosper rapidly, not controlled by a small number of giant
patent monopolies.

1.3

Vision three: Build a patent index that reflects the growth of the value

of the blockchain industry, providing risk-diversified access to the
blockchain industry
Patent technology is one of the most valuable assets of the blockchain industry. Through constructing
the blockchain patent pool and based on tracking and researching the blockchain patent information, to
build a blockchain patent index to reflect the value growth of the blockchain industry. With the trusted
blockchain technology to provide investors with a reliable multi-centre joint patent service platform. With
the development of the blockchain industry, the value of blockchain patents will also grow steadily.

Part 2. Background
2.1 Development of Blockchain Technology
4
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Blockchain technology originated from the fundamental article Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic
Cash System, which was written by the famous scholar Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008. Currently, there is no
industrial standard definition of the term. In a narrow sense, blockchain is a certain data structure, which
could combine the data block by means of chain and chronological order. Besides, it is decentralized shared
ledger , cryptographically ensured that it is not easily tampered with or forged, It has the ability to securely
store simple data that has promising relationships and can be validated within the system. Generally
speaking, blockchain technology is a decentralized infrastructure and distributed computing paradigm,
which is using encrypted blockchain structure to validate and store data, using distributed node consensus
algorithm to generate and update data, and using automated script code (smart contract) to program and
manipulate data.
Blockchain is the core support technology of digital encrypted monetary system represented by
Bitcoin. The core advantage of blockchain technology is decentralization. It can realize point-to-point
transaction, coordination and collaboration based on centralized credit in the distributed system by means
of data encryption, time stamp, distributed consensus and economic incentive without node being trusted
by each other, , thus providing a solution to the problems of high cost, inefficiency and data storage
insecurity prevalent in central organizations. With the rapid development and popularization of Bitcoin in
recent years, the research and application of blockchain technology also show the explosive growth trend,
which is regarded as the fifth innovation of calculation model after mainframe, personal computer, Internet
and mobile / social network, and is also the the fourth milestone in human history of credit evolution after
blood relatives, precious metals credit, the central bank notes. Blockchain technology is the embryonic
form of next generation cloud computing, which is expected to reshape the form of human social activities,
and to transform the Internet of information to the Internet of valuation. The rapid development of
blockchain technology has aroused widespread concern in government departments, financial institutions,
technology enterprises and capital markets.
Blockchain technology is an underlying universal technology framework, which can bring profound
changes in the fields of finance, economy, science and technology and even politics. According to the
current trend of blockchain, the technology will go through 3 phase of development, blockchain 1.0 with
the programmable digital encryption system as the main feature, blockchain 2.0 with multi-assets and smart
contracts as the main feature, and blockchain 3.0 with blockchain control mechanism and superconducting
network as the main feature

2.2 Development status of blockchain technology patents
At present, the application of blockchain has been extended to financial technology, digital asset
transactions, Internet of things and internet applications, supply chain management, government public
management and social governance, energy management, intelligent manufacturing and other fields.
Recently, industry experts have pointed out that as more and more start-ups and financial institutions begin
to test the commercialization of blockchain technology, patents are becoming a must-see problem. Since
2014, countries around the world have begun to accelerate applications for blockchain-related patents
5
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(Figure 1). Beginning in 2015, Goldman Sachs Group, Citigroup, Bank of America and so on have
submitted blockchain technology-related patent applications. Bank of America has submitted nearly 40
blockchain-related patent applications to the US Patent and Trademark Office. According to industry
analysts, Bank of America is trying to hoard blockchain-related patents, seeking to seize the initiative in the
field of technology. From the regional patents statistics, it’s obvious that blockchain patents are mainly
distributed in North America, the United States, Europe, Britain, Asia, China and South Korea (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Global trends in blockchain patent applications

Figure 2: Regional distribution of blockchain related patents
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In the United States, the blockchain-related patents have been granted the earliest application date for
2011, in 2011-2014 the amount of the US patents increased year by year, but the number of authorized
patent applications in 2014 surged, indicating that the United States began patents invest in the blockchain
field early as 2014. Compared with the United States, China's patents layout in the blockchain technology
field is delayed for 2 years, but the development momentum is much faster. Since 2016, China's relevant
departments, enterprises have begun to focus on the emerging technology. In the past two years, the gap of
patent applications between China and US has been reduced, and China's application in 2016 has surpassed
United States (Figure 3, Figure 4). It is foreseeable that in future the blockchain patent competition will
become increasingly fierce.

Figure 3: Annual distribution of blockchain patent applications in US

Figure 4: Annual distribution of blockchain patent applications in China
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Figure 5: Annual distribution of issued blockchain patent applications in US
Since 2014, blockchain related patent application increased substantially in US, in 2015-2016 US
authorized blockchain related patents would possibly has a large number than the amount shown in Figure
5. In China, there are very few patents granted. The newly modified China "Patent Review Guide" effective
from Apr 1, 2017 boosted the authorization of innovative blockchain related technical solutions, which
should have the features of "business methods and computer technology closely integrated", "computer
programs and physical media are closely related to" . Facing the situation that developed countries are
investing comprehensively and rapidly in patent application , enterprises, institutions and scientific research
units of our country must also pay close attention to the application of relevant technology patents and
carry out the layout of the blockchain patents.

Part 3. Design and Operation Concept of BPSA
3.1 Design thinking of the Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance
In the face of the above-mentioned blockchain industry development trend, we propose to set up a
Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance, which is based on the blockchain industry standard.Working closely
with global blockchain enterprises, institutions, scientific research units and blockchain related patent
entities, we build a blockchain patent pool to achieve the goal of blockchain related technology patents
team up and sharing, not only to achieve the alliance between the members of the blockchain patent related
intellectual property rights of mutual benefit, sharing, greatly reducing the patented patent cost, but also to
pursue a global blockchain of sectors in the field of patent discourse rights in the global scope of the
rational layout of the blockchain , the core of the relevant core patents, the construction of the blockchain
8
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area related technology patent defence system.
（1）Building a Blockchain Patent Pool to create blockchain patent protect and defence system
For the blockchain related areas, in accordance with the blockchain industry standards, the
establishment of the Blockchain Patents Pool will bring blockchain related patents into the pool. The
Blockchain Intellectual Property Foundation (BIPF) is responsible for managing and operating the
blockchain patent pool. Blockchain patent contributors and the potential blockchain technology
applications (patent investors) could join the blockchain patent sharing alliance in the form of affiliates to
share all patents in the patent pool.
Main patent sources: First, the Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance members contribute to the
blockchain-related technology patents; Second, BIPF purchase of the core technology patents. In addition,
BIPF can be set up by the agency itself, apply for a patent.
The patents in Blockchain Patent Pool are not fixed, expert committee under BIPF will assess patents
in the pool after a certain period of time, for non-core blockchain technology patents, there will be regular
patent transfer, mergers and acquisitions out of the pool. BIPF would also buy blockchain technology
industry core patents on the market into the pool, to maintain the patents in high standards, high quality
(Figure 6).

Figure 6: Design of Blockchain Patent Pool
（2）The development of multi-assets intellectual property rights licensing and trading system
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can promote the transfer of intellectual property rights of patents
Based on the patent intellectual property rights in the blockchain patent pool, a minimum contract
unit, which is programmable and tradable in the process of patent authorization, is designed for the pricing
of patented assets under Blockchain Patent Collection (BPC).
Based on the patented blockchain technologyand trust-verified Distributed Patent Licensing and
Exchange System, we build a Distributed Intellectual Chain (DIPC) to digitize and incorporate patents
Through the smart contract and superconducting network technology, BPSA could build the Blockchain
Patent Collection (BPC), the smallest contract unitto price the patent assets. They can be traded in the
BPLES platform to achieve patent licensing, transfer, transaction, and blockchain transaction data recording.
The authorization, transfer, transaction and other information can be inquiredand traceable with the help
ofsmart contract to ensure fair and reasonable trade execution.
Based on BPLES, the patent licensing can use the atomic authorization model, that is, in the patented
product, each device can be given a small share of patent assets, with a certain amount of BPC said.With
the BPC embedded in a practical patented product (such as a 2D barcode in the phone), you can query the
patent license. As shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: The patented atomic authorization model
（ 3 ） Improving the volume and quality of the Blockchain Patent Pool gradually, to provide
investment channels for the venture capital
The Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance enhances the quality of the pool's patent collection by
expanding the number and improving the quality of pooled patents and extending the patent range to
artificial intelligence, big data, and quantum computing which are associated with blockchain, making it a
powerful endorsement of intellectual property assets. The Blockchain Intellectual Property Foundation,
based on the development of the blockchain industry and the development of the blockchain patent pool,
would build more patent pools to provide a more reliable and secure investment way for the blockchain
investors .

3.2 Sharing model design of Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance
The sharing model design of the Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance includes two levels:
At the commercial level: Startups, through the contribution of patents, direct access to BPC; patent
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investors through the purchase of BPC, in the case of holding corresponding amount of BPC share all
patents in the patent pool; large enterprises, according to its market share, need to hold relatively high
corresponding BPC volume to enjoy all patent sharing within the patent pool.
At the technical level: Patent protection for the open source community of blockchain technology
will be carried out to promote and protect the development of open source communities. The Blockchain
Patent Sharing Alliance will sponsor technology development in the open source community of Bitcoin,
through providing patent protection for free software, opening source software of blockchain, and
providing financial support for core staff of public technology (such as Bitcoin core technology).
The shared model from the Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance tries to integrate the two camps, the
open source blockchain technology community protection and the enterprise patent protection, and remove
the middle layer to reduce the intermediate cost of patent authorization and transfer, which greatly saves the
costs of enterprises for patent usage and technical personnel for patent maintenance.

3.3 Operation concept of Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance


Blockchain Patent Pool (BPP) will become the largest collection of patents in the blockchain area.
With the development and expansion of the blockchain industry, the patent assets created by BPP will
continue to appreciate, which will make BPC become the most instructive, representative and
security one of investment targets;



BPP will become a IP safe hand for open source software communities, and BPSA is committed to
providing free licensing and protection of all patent portfolios within BPP for all non-profit
organizations that have joined in BPSA;



For commercial users within BPSA, it need to hold corresponding amount of BPC or pay for
corresponding amount of BPC to get free patent licensing and patent protection of all patent portfolios
within BPP.



For non-profit organizations or business users within BPSA, you can collaborate with BPSA to apply
blockchain-related patents, and BIPF will provide BPSA members of the patent application guidance,
patent writing, royalties relief and other services after patent authorization;



For non-BPSA member enterprises, BPSA will charge corresponding amount of BPC as license fee
through BPLES for further creation or acquisition of more blockchain patents, with the license fee
entering the BIPF fund.

3.4 Advantages of Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance
The Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance digitizes the intangible patent rights in the patent pool and
introduces an intelligent patent licensing unit---- the Blockchain Patent Collection (BPC). BPC can achieve
full value and traceability in the entire chain of BPP-patent licensing-patent trades. The Blockchain Patent
Sharing Alliance will create an effective mechanism that will enable alliance members to obtain patent
protection at a lower cost, enabling members of the alliance to develop benignly in the global blockchain
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sector. In addition, the alliance has the following advantages:
(1)High quality blockchain patent and powerful blockchain technology strength
Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance invited the world's leading industry alliances, related enterprises,
universities and scientific research institutions to join in, which will embrace strong scientific research
strength, technical strength and commercial application capacity. Union Foundation under the institute is
responsible for the study of industrial development trends, technical standards, and the status of the relevant
patents. With the decentralized blockchain patent pool mechanism, we can keep improving the quality of
the patent pool, enhancing the patent pool influence,leading the direction of blockchain industry
evolvement to the right track. Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance members can share all of the patent
rights in the patent pool and at the same time appreciate the growth of the value of BPC, meanwhile our
alliance can improve the competitiveness of enterprises in the industry with the principle of fairness and
openness.
(2)The blockchain patent licensing and trading system, with the decentralization mechanism of
smart contracts to make the use of blockchain patents trusted, fair, transparent, and not subject to
third-party control
The Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance innovates the use of the built-in patent trading platform to
capitalize the intangible patent rights to generate intellectual property units (BPC) for licensing, pricing,
trading, etc. with smart contracts to guarantee that customers holding corresponding amount of BPC can
have corresponding patent rights in the patent pool, fair and transparent, not subject to third-party control.
Moreover, BPC is completely independent of other digital assets. As a totally new digital asset, it can be
freely traded in the market. Blockchain patent intellectual property rights can be smoothly flow within the
system, increasing the liquidity of intellectual property rights of patents.
(3) Superconducting network architecture, global circulation of blockchain patent intellectual
property without loss
BPC is a kind of smart contract unit, which is applied in blockchain patents licensing and transaction.
Based on the development of superconducting network, it can realize the global circulation, and it can
manage all kinds of DDOS attacks to ensure the security of the patent assets, reliable circulation. BPC is
different from the traditional blockchain project, with its own royalty fee way to generate cash flow, and in
the market to achieve value-added.
(4) BPC can be regarded as the value growth index of blockchain industry, with a large
value-added potential
The most valuable part of the blockchain industry is the patent, the Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance
will track the development of the blockchain industry, with the patent pool continues to grow and develop.
BPC will become one of the blockchain industry target index, as long as the blockchain industry is growing,
the value of BPC will grow.
(5) To build a fair, transparent, health and new patent ecosystem based on a variety of high-tech
core patent pool
Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance views BPC as a model, and gradually expand the scope of patent
12
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sharing to the blockchain technology-related areas, and even more extensive areas of high technology. In
the process of project development, ICO activities related to patent in the relevant field are provided as
needed, which provides a more secure and reliable investment channel for patent venture capital investment.
Blockchain Intellectual Property Foundation experts to assess the patent pool in the patent portfolio
program which is more superior, with greater value-added space.
(6) Increase the liquidity of patent assets, and reflect the true value of patent assets
In some cases (such as high-tech companies bankruptcy, reorganization, etc.), it is easy to form
intangible assets such as intellectual property rights of evaporation, resulting in a significant reduction in
patent prices. Startups put their patents into the patent pool and make their patent assets digitalized. The use
of patent pool sharing licensing mechanism and patent asset trading platform liquidity can effectively
reflect the value of the patent, not become a bad asset because of lack of liquidity.

3.5

Business model of the Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance: Proof of

Patent
The Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance has established a new commercial consensus on the basis of
POS: Proof of Patent, which establishes the business model and community ecology on the basis of this
consensus mechanism.


For patent owners that have not joined in BPSA, they can put the right of usage of their patents into
the patent pool through the way of contract, and thereby earn profits;



For patent owners that have joined in BPSA, the right of usage of their patents will bring them
sustainable profits through the patent pool;



For enterprises, institutions and organizations, they can convert their holding BPC into BPR according
to the corresponding proportion freely through the trading platform or by peer-to-peer (P2P)
cross-chain transactions;



Patent demanders can be free to use all patents in the patent pool when they have one or more BPR
tokens (Blockchain Patent Right);



Patent demanders can also obtain the right to use the patent in need within the patent pool through the
paid purchase model.

Part 4. The characteristics of Blockchain Patent Pool
4.1 The model of Blockchain Patent Pool
The Blockchain Patent Pool built by the Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance (BPSA) is not only a
collection of blockchain-related technology patents, but also a patent licensing, patent assets trading
platform. From the macro level, the design of the pool includes three-tier structure : patent service layer
(providing patent registration, information storage, security, certificates, authorization and other services),
13
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intermediary service layer (matching patent authorization, patent assets trading and other services),
financial service layer (apply side-chain technology for other institutions, other areas providing patent
authorization, transactions and other services) (Figure 8).

Figure 8: the macro architecture design of patent pool
From the microscopic level, the blockchain patent pool is a collection of blockchain patents and
patents from related fields, Its value model, the difference and interaction with patents out of the pool are
shown in Figure 9:

Figure 9: Blockchain patent pool model
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In the future, the blockchain patent pool not only includes the blockchain patents, but also includes
blockchain-related patents, which are closely conected to the fields of artificial intelligence, big data,
quantum computing, genetic engineering, these related patents can use the AI Patent Collection (APC), Big
Data Patent Collection (DPC), Gene Patent Collection (GPC), and so on to make authorization and
transaction.

4.2 Blockchain patent licensing and trading system model
On the base of the blockchain patent pool, a Distributed Intellectual Property Chain (DIPC) is
constructed by trusted blockchain technology, then a Blockchain Patent Licensing and Exchange System
(BPLES) is developed based on DIPC. DIPC digitizes the patent intellectual property rights in the
blockchain patent pool, applies the BPC(the minimum contract unit) to price the patent assets and set the
patent authorization standard, and acts as the subject of the transaction on the trading platform. The basic
architecture of the DIPC blockchain ecosystem is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: The basic structure of the DIPC blockchain patent ecosystem
BPLES uses side-chain trading and off-chain trading mechanism, as well as local consensus and
global consensus of the free conversion mechanism to achieve non-intermediary point-to-point cross-chain
transactions, increase the liquidity of patent IP rights.

4.3

Management Structure of Blockchain Patent Licensing and trading

Platform
Major participants of the blockchain patent licening and trading platform includes: patent provider,
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patent demander, patent trusteeship center, patent rights protection center, patent regulatory institutions and
patent asset trading center.
(1) Patent provider: Patent provider is usually the patent producer or participants who is authorized by
the patent producer with patent ownership that can be directly involved in patent licensing, trading, patent
rights. The patent provider completes the real name authentication in blockchain; completes the encrypted
signature of the patented assets by using the public key, implements patent right of the patent ownership in
blockchain; which can decide whether to sue the litigation whenever the patent would be infringed.
(2) Patent demander: Patent demander is the patent user who has the right to put to use the patent; who
could directly involved in patent transactions with patent rights. The patent demander completes the real
name authentication in blockchain; the right to use the patent for the purchase of the patent, information
about the patent transaction is automatically saved on the chain.
(3)Patent right protection center:

Patent rights protetion center is responsible for monitoring the

entire market, providing rights protection services. When commiting infringement, safeguarding rights in
order to charge service fee. The patent rights protection center in blockchain completes the real name
authentication; responsible for real-time monitoring of the entire market whether the patent assets were
infringed, which would be automatically submitted to application form; litigation application by the
infringing patent owner authorized to automatically submitted to the legal team to carry out substantive
rights litigation.
(4)Patent trusteeship center: The patent trusteeship center is an authorized patent administrator with
patent executive rights; entrusted to participate in patent transactions, with patent trading rights; through the
agreement with the patent provider to obtain part of the patent transaction proceeds. Patent trusteeship
center completes the real name authentication in blockchain; patent trusteeship center accepts patent
provider's patent trusteeship, then patent providers sign a patent trusteeship; patent trusteeship center can
put patent to use through the agreement to obtain part of the patent revenue dividends.
(5)Patent trading regulatory Institutions: The patent trading regulatory institutions is responsible for
overseeing the patent-sharing market. Patent trading regulatory institutions completes the real name
authentication in blockchain; as a chain of nodes to join

real-time monitoring platform for patent sharing

transactions; authorizing to view the contents of patent transactions to achieve patent transaction
supervision; as a network storage validation node, can be achieved for each patent transaction audit.
(6)Patent asset trading team:

The patent asset trading team is responsible for the management and

operation of patented asset-sharing trading market and collects certain service fee in patent assets trading
activities. In the chain-based patent asset trading platform, part of the work of the patent asset trading team
can be done automatically by blockchain financial service module.

4.4 Technical Solutions
The technology solutions of the Blockchain Patent Licensing and Ttrading Platform are: trusted
blockchain + superconducting network + patent licensing transaction services. The technology architecture
of Blockchain Patent Licensing and Trading System platform is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Technical architecture of BPLES platform
The technical architecture of BPLES includes: blockchain network layer, superconducting transaction
network layer, basic service layer, integrated patent service application layer. The basic service layer
includes: blockchain services, financial infrastructure services, system operation and maintenance services,
these services are erected in the trusted blockchain network and high-performance superconducting
network infrastructure. Integrated patent service application layer (ie integrated patent service platform) is
based on the blockchain of basic services and superconducting network, to provide patent certification for
anti-counterfeiting, certificates can be traced back to confirm the rights and other applications through
trusted patent licensing and trading. The system can provide patent assets capitalization, patent licensing
and trading, and safeguarding safe and efficient circulation and liquidity of patents; and to achieve safe,
convenient, fast management, trading, query and other functions through the patent pool operation interface,
patent asset revenue list, the patent pool management module, member management module, BPC and
patent asset management module.

4.5 Advantages of the technical solutions
(1) Sharing identity over Internet: Through trusted sharing passport technology and trusted blockchain
technology, the BPLES platform can realize trusted identity to achieve credibility of global network. One
authentication can be used for common functions over Internet. Without multiple identity verifications, in
cross-chain transactions,cost saving is seen.
(2) Compliance patent licensing transactions. Users of BPLES platform can use the trusted blockchain
17
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technology and data storage technology to achieve user credible identity authentication, patent asset
registration, certification, holding right to ensure that patent right licensing process would be clear.
Regulations of the regulatory rules through the blockchain technology to achieve patent licensing
transactions, so as to promote the organization of inter-agency patent licensing transactions, and promote
the circulation of patent realization.
(3) Efficient data transactions. The BPLES platform utilizes a more efficient consensus mechanism
and validation mechanism that allows world-wide, time-unlimited patent licensing transactions to be
efficient, in efficient and credible blockchain trading networks, such as superconducting networks.
Moreover, the "three-in-one" transaction mode makes patent licensing transaction more efficient, one-time
completion of the flow of funds, patent licensing information flow, code control flow in patent licensing
transactions between the main body of circulation.
(4) Comprehensive data rights safeguarding. Blockchain patent licensing platform for the
establishment of patent licensing transaction security audit and supervision of the technical system, to carry
out patent infringement behavior as a whole to prevent patent infringement. And for the discovery of patent
infringement incident automatically filed a legal rights application, which can protect the legitimate rights
and interests of patent entitlements.

4.6 Technical details
Based on superconducting network, a distributed intellectual property blockchain (DIPC) is adopted,
and the patent registration is carried out by using intelligent contract, point-to-point transaction and
side-chain technology. Authorization, licensing, transfer of transactions, BPC circulation and other
operations in the blockchain records and patent transfer, transactions and other expansion of financial
services. In the entire blockchain patent pool patent licensing, trading ecosystem operations, as far as
possible in all aspects of the chain of patented patent contracts, reduce trust and management costs, to
achieve fair and intelligent.
4.6.1 The underlying technical architecture
BPLES platform used by the underlying blockchain technology architecture shown in Figure 12,
mainly by the data layer, the network layer, the consensus layer, the incentive layer and the composition of
the composition layer. To achieve blockchain network services, data storage, rights management, security
mechanisms, consensus mechanism, intelligent contract, cross-chain protocol and other functions.
Network service: BPLES platform uses P2P network technology to organize the nodes in the network,
through the propagation mechanism so that each new join or exit nodes can be the whole network know,
and through the verification mechanism, the new nodes need to join after the existing node has been
recognized to be successful.
Data storage: BPLES platform stores data in the run-time in the node's memory, when the need to
record a new block, for different data, you can choose adaptive persistent solutions to save the block,
including but not limited to relational databases, NoSQL, file systems, and so on.
Rights management: responsible for all account rights management involved in the BPLES platform,
18
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different roles will be granted different permissions, the data on chain can only be queried and visited by
users who have the appropriate permissions.

Figure 12

Underlying technical architecture of BPLES platform

Security mechanism: BPLES platform selects the encryption mechanism that is in line with domestic
and international standards to encrypt the data in DIPC. The transaction data between the user and the
trader information are only accessed by the two sides of the transaction and users who have the appropriate
permissions. The transaction is controllable and anonymous.
Consensus mechanism: the consensus mechanism of DIPC is the strategy and methods to make the
nodes in the network to reach a consistent, according to the system type and application scenarios for
manual selection and dynamic adjustment, while the agreement module interface, users can replace the
consensus module according to their own needs.
Smart contract: Responsible for contract registration, execution, upgrade and cancellation. Users
prepare smart contracts through a programming language, and smart contracts will be triggered according
to the user's logic automatically or by other contracts, to achieve the automatic implementation.
Cross-chain agreement: BPLES platform provides cross-chain agreement. Different blockchains
complying with the agreement can realize cross-chain interaction.
4.6.2

Patent certificate system architecture

The architecture for the patent certificate system in BPLES platform is shown in Figure 13. The
process is patented by the patent provider to the platform of the patent trusteeship center. the blockchain
certificates public service modules of BPLES carries out user authentication (patent identity) on patent and
patent information, after patent information audit, user and the patent trusteeship center conducts patent and
related information encrypted signatures, authorization and authentication. Certification of the patent
information is recorded on the certificate service chain.
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Figure 13: The architecture for the patent certificate system in BPLES platform
4.6.3

"Three-in-One" trading model

In the process of patent licensing transaction on BPLES platform, the licensing and trading model of "the
capital flow, the patent information flow, and the code control flow" is put forward. The "three-in-one"
trading model of blockchain patent licensing and trading is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: The“three-in-one" trading model
The "three-in-one" trading model has the following characteristics:
(1) To integrate the payment, the required patent information and the smart contract together into the
blockchain DIPC;
(2) Using blockchain technology, to perform the exchange of payment and the right of usage of patents
in the case of without the third-party payment agencies;
(3) Using the off-chain high-performance blockchain technology, to add the payment to each query of
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patents.
4.6.4

Superconducting network

Superconducting network is a kind of chain transaction network with the characteristics of
decentralization, point-to-point, high concurrent, zero loss under the control of smart contract, and the
inter-chain transaction and the intra-chain transaction can be switched at will. A credible block-chain
superconducting network can make it possible to efficiently convert patent assets into digital assets.
The principle of "superconducting network" is to switch the lump account books that rely on the local
node consensus algorithm and the general ledger books that rely on the global node consensus algorithm to
switch on the basis of the intelligent contract, and record the transaction result in the blockchain to ensure
that Information storage or asset clearing can not be tampered with and can be verified, the
superconducting network can also use intelligent contracts to establish multiple nodes between the asset
transfer network to meet the assets of the precise, fast, efficient, credible demand for circulation, support
large data Assets and other assets of the high-frequency, zero-loss fast transactions (Figure 15).

Figure 15: Superconducting network structure
4.6.5

Smart contract

A smart contract is a set of protocols that are built on a distributed account technology between
identically destructible nodes in a chain-chain network that enforces an indelible set of protocols based on a
consensus mechanism that does not tampered with the definition and execution of a programmable contract
the rights and obligations of the participants. A smart contract allows the contract processing to be
automated, and any party or contract party can not control or change the assets before the terms of the
contract expires, ensuring the reliability and security of the contract.
Blockchain patent pool in the entire patent distribution of ecosystems in many aspects of the use of
intelligent contract technology, the specific application scenarios are as follows:


Unlocking the assets. In the participants of the quota allocation, asset pool unlock thaw, patent
acquisition and other sectors, are part of the intelligent contract to participate in control.



Patent authorization. Investors in the cumulative investment of a certain amount, by locking the
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corresponding number of BPC in an address, you can get the patent pool patent license. The entire
authorization process is instantly efficient and transparent.


BPC transaction flow. The system provides a wealth of trading strategies, such as multiple signatures,
locking, isolation witness, gambling, etc., can be selected according to demand.

4.6.6

Cross-chain transactions

Further, in the patent pool, different areas of patents exclusive a chain, such as the blockchain area,
artificial intelligence field, large data area, quantum computing, genetic engineering and so on. (Such as
BPC, APC, DPC, QPC, GPC, etc.) can be cross-chain transactions, in order to achieve different areas of
patent swap and patent sharing (Figure 16).

Figure 16: BPLES architecture design
The system provides two ways to cross-chain transactions: cross-chain transactions based on
block-chain smart contracts and cross-chain transactions based on high-performance networks. Cross-chain
transactions based on block-chain smart contracts provide a lightweight, secure, non-tampering asset
transaction. The two sides reached an asset exchange intention, the common signature, to achieve the
exchange of different assets. At the same time, different chains can be cross-linked between the
superconducting network. The Superconducting Network provides an instant high-speed cross-chain
transaction method that is suitable for fixed-service, frequent patent swaps or patent licenses, such as
piece-rate licensing.
4.7

Patent pool licensing self - negotiation mechanism



Patent licensing self-negotiation mechanism.
(1) Foundation Council will be based on the size of the enterprise to develop a number of patent
licensing threshold, and then linked to the corresponding pre-set address, as the amount of free
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business license. It is to be noted that the BPR token is a separate chain that is different from the BPC.
The balance on any BPR address must not exceed one unit. An individual holding a BPR token
represents the right to use all the patents in the patent pool.
(2) The BPC smart contract reads the amount of money in the pre-designed address as the exchange
rate of the BPC to the BPR tokens.
(3) BPC smart contract will be based on the exchange rate of BPR tokens to achieve online and offline
non-intermediary cross-chain transactions, free and fair and transparent access to the patent pool
authorization.

Figure 17: Patent pool licensing self-negotiation mechanism


Patent management mechanism and structure. By using the decentralized cross-chain transaction, the
groundbreaking and credible self-consistent patent governance mechanism and structure are
established. When the internal transfer of patents within BPSA, the patent sharing mechanism is that
all members of BPSA are free to share the patents. When the patent in the patent pool is transferred to
the out-pool organizations, a certain amount of RMB is collected. All individuals or institutions with
BPR tokens can use their own private key signature information (message) to self-certificate the
license from the patent pool.



Patent rights transformation. Anyone who has a certain amount of BPC can get the BPR tokens
through freely cross-chain trade, which will be deemed to have obtained all patent pool authorization.
Anyone with a certain amount of BPC can replace a certain amount of BPR tokens online or offline.

Part

5.

Blockchain

Patent

Sharing Alliance

Governance

Framework
5.1 The permanent body of BPSA
The International Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance is comprised with five parts: member congress,
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council, expert advisory committee, foundation and secretariat.
The member congress is the supreme authority of BPSA, the member congress is formed by
representatives from the member units of BPSA on behalf of the common organization.
5.1.1

Member Congress

The functions of the congress is:


Approve the charter of the Union and amend the constitution of the Union;



Determine the management system of the Union, development planning and work policy;



Review and approve the work report;



Decide the change and termination of the Union;



Review and approve the annual financial budget report;



Election and removal of allied members, the Secretary-General;



The establishment and revocation of branches or subordinate bodies; the appointment and dismissal of

5.1.2 The Council
The functions of the council are:


Prepare and convene the general assembly;



Implement the decisions made by the general assembly, and report to the general assembly;



Decide the concrete business to work of BPSA ;



Develop the annual financial budget and final accounts, alteration, dissolution, liquidation and other
matters of BPSA;



Decide the settings of BPSA internal institutions, and lead the BPSA internal institutions to carry out
the work;



Decide new applicant's membership and dispose of members, propose to expel a member;



According to the secretary general of the nomination, appoint or remove the secretary-general,
executive secretary, deputy secretary general and union chief executive offices, representative offices,
determine their remuneration;



Develop the internal management system of BPSA;



Explain the BPSA articles of association;



The other matters prescribed by the articles of BPSA.
The Council shall hold at least four meetings per year (special circumstances may also be convened in

the form of communications). Members of the General Assembly should have more than half of the
members of the General Assembly to attend the meeting, the resolution of all members of the General
Assembly by a majority vote to take effect. Members of the General Assembly should be formed on the
resolution of the meeting minutes, and to the Union members notice. The meeting of the members' congress
is convened by the Secretary-General and presided over by the chairperson. More than one third of the
members' congresses may propose a meeting of member congresses.
5.1.3

Expert Advisory Committee

The duties of the Expert Advisory Committee are:


Demonstration, consultation and guidance on the work plan and major activities of the association;
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planning and designing the research of the association;


Accept government departments and member enterprises entrusted to carry out research, and provide
industry trends development analysis, research results;



Organize research on hot issues of economic development; organize research project review,
demonstration and exchange activities;



Strengthen the international blockchain patent information exchange, provide information consulting
services; organize the preparation of relevant information and books;



Actively develop affiliate seminars, organize affiliate industry training, and enhance the international
influence of the alliance.

5.1.4

Committee of Experts

The management of the members of the Committee shall be as follows.
(1) Members of the Committee of Experts access approach: the early days of BPSA, by the chairman
of BPSA and the Secretariat invited the first batch of expert committee members, for the follow-up
pre-entry members, the first by the Secretariat nomination, the Council adopted the vote.
(2) Members of the Committee of Experts exit the way: members of the Committee of Experts on their
own, for the long-term contributions of the members of the Committee of Experts or the Secretariat
nominated, decided to vote.

Figure 18: International Blockchain Patent Sharing Alliance organization chart

5.2 Blockchain Intellectual Property Foundation Project Team
The Blockchain Intellectual Property Foundation (BIPF) has a highly experienced team of experts who
have years of experience in the area of blockchain technology and intellectual property industry.
Blockchain patent pool project team has five core members. Foundation also has other excellent experts in
the fields of blockchain technology,intellectual property rights and legal regulation as a strong advisory
team., having

strong ability of research and operation.

Blockchain Intellectual Property Foundation, a chain-chain patent-sharing alliance management and
operations organization, is also a non-profit organization, the Foundation is committed to the chain of
chain-related intellectual property rights, trading system development and construction of transparency
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advocacy And promote the work to promote the chain of chain intellectual property rights, trading system
security and harmonious development. The Foundation will help manage the chain-chain patents to share
alliances through the development of good governance structures.
The design objectives of the Foundation Governance Framework are primarily concerned with the
sustainability of the project, the effectiveness of management and the security of the funds raised. The
Foundation is administered by the Governing Council, which has three committees:
(1) Industry Expert Committee: mainly by the domestic and foreign blockchain technology and
industry experts, responsible for the Foundation of industry guidance, technical guidance and patent
guidance.
(2) Patent Operation Committee: mainly composed of industry intellectual property companies,
responsible for the preparation of patents, maintenance, licensing negotiations, corporate patent strategy
counseling, patent cooperation R & D project negotiations, patent library establishment, patent search,
patent evaluation model implementation , Assessment and related research results of the licensing and
market-oriented operation.
(3) The legal committee: members of the well-known law firms and legal experts at home and abroad
constitute the main responsible for the Union and the Foundation-related legal documents and contracts
drafting, national laws and regulations compliance advice and recommendations, patent licensing
agreement drafting and negotiation, Patent litigation (including defensive and offensive litigation).
In addition to the three committees, a separate secretariat or office is currently handled by the Union
Secretariat, coordinating the logistics of the daily administrative and operational matters of the Union and
the Foundation.

Figure 19: Blockchain Intellectual Property Foundation organization chart
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5.3

Risk assessment and decision-making mechanism of the Blockchain

Intellectual Property Foundation
In order to reduce or avoid some of the risks that may exist during the operation of the project, the
Blockchain Intellectual Property Foundation (BIPF) will take risk assessment and decision-making
mechanisms. In order to develop and improve the risk management system and mechanism, the foundation
will conduct annual safety assessment on the sustainability of the blockchain of intellectual property rights.
The evaluation includes project quality, project progress, project application, such as smart contract and
simple contract application, threat identification analysis , control measures assessment analysis, risk
definition, risk disposal and other stages.
The Foundation will classify according to the characteristics of events, such as the degree of impact of
the event, the scope of influence, the amount of BPC affected and the probability of occurrence. The
decision making will be based on priority and for high priority potential risk event, decision meeting will
be held by committee of the Foundation as soon as possible..

5.4 Other matters and legal affairs
Legal affairs
The Blockchain Intellectual Property Foundation (BIPF) will be formally established overseas, and if
there is a need for legal advice, it needs to be confirmed by a local lawyer.
Disclaimer
The Blockchain Intellectual Property Foundation (BIPF) is a non-profit organization. For business
users joining the consortium, only corresponding number of BPC will be required to obtain free patent
licensing and patent protection for all patent portfolios within the patent pool. The purchaser shall be aware
that, within the law, BPC does not make any warranties, either express or implied, and BPC is purchased at
market price. In addition, the purchaser should understand that BPC would not provide a refund in any
circumstances.
Dispute settlement clause
In the event of a dispute, the parties concerned shall settle the matter in accordance with the agreement.
Such as consultation cannot be resolved, can be resolved by law.

Part 6. The Implementation of the Blockchain Patent Pool Project
The implementation of the blockchain patent pool project is as follows:
The founding assembly of BPSA;
The foundation is established in Singapore;
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Cornerstone patent pool is completed;
It is estimated that the number of patent applications in the blockchain patent pool is not less than 51%
of the global blockchain patent applications in three years, and the value of patent assets in the pool is not
less than 10 billion RMB.

Part 7. Statement of main risk in the Project
The business, assets and operations of the blockchain patent pool project may be affected by certain
risk factors in the future, thus affecting the investment of venture capital to the project. The aim of the
Foundation is to manage these risks by carefully planning related activities and implementing risk control
measures. However, some of these risks are highly unpredictable, and the extent to which these risks can be
effectively managed is limited.
Listed below are the specific risks to this project.
(1) Market risk
Although blockchain technology is considered a disruptive and innovative technology, and the current
blockchain application has been extended to financial technology, digital asset transactions, Internet of
Things and Internet applications, supply chain management, government public management and social
governance, energy management, intelligent manufacturing and other fields, the blockchain technology
industry market prospects are still unclear, blockchain technology patent intellectual property market status
is also in uncertainty., Acquisition of blockchain related technology patents have a certain degree of market
risk before market gets mature. Our project management agencies will promptly study the application of
the blockchain technology in market, carefully plan the merger of new blockchain related patents into the
pool activities, and try their best to introduce core patents with great potential to reduce market risk.
(2) Technical risk
There is an imbalance in the development of blockchain technology, and blockchain technology quality
differ greatly from each other. The unbalanced development of the blockchain technology will bring some
technical risks to the project. Therefore, we will strictly control the quality, only select blockchainpatents
with high quality, and then merge into patent pool Foundation will also invite experts to rate technical
patents, recommend high-quality technology patents for industrialization,

and thus reduce the technical

risk of the project.
(3) Uncontrollable risks
As the blockchain is emerging technology, especially its application in the field of financial technology
and digital assets, there may be government regulation, and unpredictable government ban, defined as
illegal and thus uncontrollable risks. This project uses the blockchain technology to establish an ecosystem
for blockchain related patent intellectual property transfer andtransaction Above mentioned uncontrollable
risk is also embedded in our ecosystem since BPC is used as minimum unit to measure blockchain asset
value. We will actively pay attention to the government's policy, and actively seek solutions and respond
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appropriately to minimize the loss of uncontrollable risks.
(4) Operational risk
The operation of the project includes the administration of the patent pool and the patent intellectual
property trading platform. There may be other similar platforms in competition during the operation of the
project, and operation performance maybe lower than expected. Our operations team will develop
operational planning in a reasonable way, strengthen operational capacity, build a high quality patent pool,
create an excellent intellectual property trading environment, to provide operational competitiveness.
Thereby reduce operational risk.

Part 8. Disclaimer


This document is used only for the purpose of communicating information and does not constitute a
reliable opinion for the sale and purchase of BPC. The above information or analysis does not
constitute an investment decision. This document does not constitute any investment advice,
investment intention or abetting investment.



This document does not constitute and cannot be regarded as any form of contract or commitment to
provide any sale or any act of inviting any form of securities.



A user should clearly understand the risk of the blockchain patent pool project. Once the investor
participates in the investment, he / she will understand and accept the risk of the project and be willing
to bear all the corresponding results or consequences for the individual.



The operating team does not assume any direct or indirect loss to any of the blockchain patent pool
projects.

Appendix Technical Terms
1. Bitcoin: Bitcoin is an encrypted digital currency that was launched in 2009 in the form of open source
software by a pseudonym developer, Satoshi Nakamoto.
2. Blockchain: blockchain originates from Satoshi’s bitcoin. As the underlying technology for bitcoin, it is
essentially decentralized database, which could be regarded as a technical solution to maintain reliable
database through decentralization and credit re-distribution.
3. Ether Square: The Ethereum is a public blockchain platform with smart contract functions.
4. Patent Pool: Patent Pool is a patent licensing and trading platform formed by pantentee,Through the
platform, patentee could transfer authorization between each other. Patents could also be authorized to third
party in a unified standard way. The license rate is determined by patentee.
5. Smart contract: Smart contract is a time-driven program with dynamic state, running on a copy of the
shared book, and can manage the assets on it. Simply put, a smart contract is a set of promises defined in
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digital form, including the agreement that contractors can perform on it.
6. Superconducting Network: Superconducting Network is a trading system outside the chain, which is
based on the blockchain distributed ledger technology. The system uses multi-chain architecture to rate and
classify transactions, achieving the free conversion between local consensus and global consensus,
supporting unlimited, concurrent andhigh-frequency accounts. It is verifiable and decentralized technology
that transaction data and certificates cannot be tampered with, suporting real-time billing and other new
features 7. DIPC: Distributed Intellectual Property Chain, is a separate distributed blockchain based on Tai
chain, used for recording the intellectual property rights authorization and transactions in the patent pool.
8. BPC: Blockchain Patent Collection is a programmable and tradable minimum contract unit for
blockchain patents authorization.
9. APC: AI Patent Collection, the artificial intelligence patent collection.
10. QPC: Quantum-parallel generation Collection, which is a collection of quantum computing patents.
11. GPC: Gene Patent Collection, a collection of genetic engineering patents.
12. BPLES: Distributed Patent Licensing and Exchange System, the distributed patent authorization and
trading system.
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